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NEW QUESTION: 1
A developer has discovered that an application responsible for
processing messages in an Amazon SQS queue is routinely falling
behind. The application is capable of processing multiple
messages in one execution, but is only receiving one message at
a time What should the developer do to increase the number of
messages the application receives?
A. Call the ChangeMessageVisibility API for the queue and set
MaxNumberOfMessages to a value greater than the default of 1.
B. Call the SetQueueAttributes API for the queue and set
MaxNumberOfMessages to a value greater than the default of 1.
C. Call the ReceiveMessage API to set MaxNumberOfMessages to a

value greater than the default of 1
D. Call the AddPermission API to set MaxNumberOfMessages for
the ReceiveMessage action to a value greater than the default
of 1.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
The Command Control Interface (CCI) for the Universal
Replicator pair operation displays a PFUS split
type. Which three statements are true? (Choose three.)
A. The pair status will change from PFUS to PSUE when the
primary Journal Group is full.
B. The PFUL status is displayed as PAIR status by Storage
Navigator.
C. The pair status will change from PFUL to PFUS when the "data
overflow watch" time period is
exceeded.
D. The pair status changes from PFUL to PFUS when the primary
Journal Group is 80 percent full.
E. The PFUS status is displayed as PSUS status by Storage
Navigator.
Answer: B,C,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
You need to recommend which type of profile should be assigned
to the Sales private cloud.
What should you recommend?
A. Capability
B. Guest OS
C. Hardware
D. Physical Computer
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Each virtual machine created in the Sales private cloud must be
limited to four virtual CPUs and eight GB of memory.

NEW QUESTION: 4
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A. ãƒžãƒ‹ãƒ¥ã‚¢ãƒ«EUI-64
B. DHCPv6 Lite
C. DHCPv6
D. ã‚¹ãƒ†ãƒ¼ãƒˆãƒ¬ã‚¹è‡ªå‹•è¨å®š
Answer: D

Explanation:
Using the show ipv6 interface command, you can verify that the
IPv6 address is configured on the device. In addition, you can
see if it was configured with stateless autoconfiguration. In
this case, we know that the address was obtained automatically
using stateless autoconfiguration because it is enabled in the
output.
Stateless autoconfiguration allows a host to generate its own
address using a combination of locally available information
and information that is advertised by routers. The host creates
a global unicast IPv6 address by combining its interface EUI-64
address that is based on MAC address, or random ID and link
prefix, that is obtained via router advertisement.
To manually configure a host with an IPv6 address, you would
use the "ipv6 address IPv6- prefix/prefix-length eui-64"
command. Like stateful autoconfiguration, you can verify if
IPv6 was manually configured using the show ipv6 interface
command. If a manual configuration was performed, the output
would not include the "Stateless address autoconfig enabled"
statement.
As with the IPv4 address, DHCP can be used to obtain an IPv6
address. The DHCPv6 client can obtain configuration parameters
from a server either through a rapid two-message exchange
(SOLICIT, REPLY) or through a normal four-message exchange
(SOLICIT, ADVERTISE, REQUEST, REPLY). To verify whether the
address was obtained via DHCPv6, you would need to use the show
ipv6 dhcp interface command.
DHCPv6 can also run in the stateless mode. This mode is also
known as DHCPv6 Lite. In this mode, DHCPv6 does not assign
addresses to clients. It only provides configuration
information such as NTP servers, domain names, and DNS servers.
If stateless DHCPv6 is used, clients must obtain routable IPv6
addresses through some other means (for example, via stateless
autoconfiguration).
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